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Uncut Imposition Sheets
1 Aguiar, Manoel Caetano Pimenta de. Morte de Socrates. 

Tragedia. Lisboa: Impressao Regia, 1819. These are the uncut 
imposition sheets. There are 6 full size sheets 17 × 12 with deck-
les on all sides, and 1 half sheet. There are 16 pages on each 
sheet. This would be an 8vo of 102 pages. There is a small, light 
stain on one page, and faintly written letters “RB” on title page. 
A very good set of sheets. $1,100

Handsomely printed at the Royal Printing Office on good quality laid 
paper bearing several watermarks. The Printing Office had its own type 
foundry. Written in verse, this is no. 9 in the series Theatro Tragico 
Portuguez. 

2 Barker, Nicolas. Aldus Manutius and the Development of 
Greek Script and Type in the Fifteenth Century. With original 
leaves from the first Aldine editions of Aristotle, 1497; Crasto-
nus’ Dictionarium Graecum, 1497; Euripides, 1503; and the 
Septuagint, 1518. Sandy Hook: Chiswick Book Shop, 1985. 
9 × 13. xiv, 115 pages plus 4 original leaves. 46 illustrations in 
the text. An extra, 5th, leaf from Plutarch is laid in. Red cloth 
gilt, slipcase. Fine with prospectus. $3,500

One of 20 copies (of 200) with 
especially fine leaves. The Aristotle 
leaf is a chapter opening with inter-
laced headpiece and 5- line woodcut 
initial. The Septuagint leaf in this 
copy bears “shaped” printing on 
recto (p. 187); verso is a chapter 
opening with a different interlaced 
headpiece and an 18- line initial 
both printed in red. The four origi-
nal Aldine leaves bring together all 



of Aldus’ Greek type, providing a substantial opportunity for compar-
ing them. The 20 special copies were not publicized. Herman & Avev 
Cohen intended them for special customers, and didn’t want to hurt 
anyone’s feelings. An important study, beautifully produced by Ste-
phen Harvard & Stinehour Press. 

3 Baskin, Leonard. Fleuronologia. Divers Etchings Formed 
from Fleurons by Leonard Baskin. Gehenna Press, 1996. 7 × 9¾. 
Title with 2 small color etchings, (9) text pages in shaped typog-
raphy, 32 leaves of copperplate etchings in color, colophon 
with color etching. Each plate numbered & signed by Baskin. 
Bound by David Bourbeau in navy morocco with gilt fleuron 
design and green inlay on cover; tray case with inset fleuron 
device. Fine, with prospectus. $16,000

Baskin uses the first printer’s ornament—  a fleuron—  as the inspiration 
for fantastical images. “Here are dancing sprites & spritely insects, 
heavy birds & thick bovines & gossamer thin arabesques, leering termi-
nal figures & careening unknown 
avians, fleuron bedecked skulls & a 
specter or two”—  Baskin. The etch-
ings were printed by Michael Kuch 
on handmade papers using a vari-
ety of techniques such as à la pou-
pée and color over- rolls “to achieve 
the suffused & limpid effects.” No. 
23 of 26 signed copies signed by 
Baskin and by Sidney Berger who 
contributed an historical essay on 
fleurons.

4 Belgian Carte Porcelaine. Vue du Pensionnat des Soeurs 
de la Charité, de Jesus et de Marie, a Courtrai. (ca. 1840–1860). 
5 × 7. An elegant card with a view of this girls’ Catholic boarding 



school in the medieval Flemish town of Coutray. This sizeable 
gated school is surrounded by formal plantings of trees and 
gardens. The view is enclosed in an elaborate foliate border 
chromolithographed in green, blue, pale red, & gold. Light wear 
& soil, paper residue on reverse. Very good. $150

Carte Porcelaine was card stock coated with white lead & subjected 
to pressure, which gave it a sheen and a perfectly smooth printing 
surface allowing lithographic printers to produce extremely intricate 
work. It was prized for trade cards & calling cards, Champagne & wine 
labels, menus, announcements, and invitations. Collecting these cards 
in albums was a popular 19th c. pastime. Porcelain paper was abolished 
in the 1860s as the process was toxic. 

5 Bickham, G[eorge]. Alphabets and Sentences in all the 
Hands now Practiced in Great Britain. Engraved by G. Bick-
ham, Senr. London: Printed for John Bowles & Son at the Black 
Horse in Cornhill, nd (between 1754 & 1764). 7 × 9¼. Fifteen 
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copper- engraved plates. Plate 11 is a special title page for “A 
Poem in Praise of the Horn- Book” (plates 12–15). Later quarter 
leather & marbled boards. Some soil; a very good copy with 
Ambrose Heal’s bookplate. $1,750

George Bickham Sr. was noted more as an engraver of calligraphy than 
as a practitioner. This book, however, with its 11 named “hands,” is the 
product of his own pen. He was the first English engraver who cut the 
letter through the wax without first tracing it— ” thereby transmitting 
the Ease, Spirit and Nature of the Master’s Original.” Bowles & Son 
were active from 1754–65.
rare. Only copies located are at Harvard, LC, & Newberry. Heal, The 
English Writing Masters 1570–1800 p. 172. 
Provenance: Ambrose Heal, Chiswick Book Shop, Jack Golden.

6 Book of Hours. Heures du Moyen- Age. Paris: Gruel & Engel-
mann, 1862. 5 × 6. CXCII pages, each richly illuminated by 
chromolithography in colors and gold plus 12 full page illus-
trations, and pages to record family births, marriages, etc. Each 
leaf is tipped to a hinge, allowing the book to be opened flat. 
Bound by Gruel (signed at spine base) in full chestnut morocco 
with metal clasps, both covers ruled in blind surrounding a 
Christian emblem (different on each cover) in gilt; all edges 
gilt. Fine copy in its original chemise and slipcase. $2,600

The quality of ornamentation and execution is exquisite. The borders 
& illustrations were painted by Ed. Moreau and executed on the litho-
graphic stones in 10 or more colors by Hippolyte Moulin. Chromoli-
thography by Engelmann & Graf. 

7 Chamberlain, Sarah. Hey Diddle, Diddle. Chamberlain 
Press, 1982. Broadside. 11 × 20½. Etching in blue on Arches 
paper; text in black in Lydian types. Two tiny specks in the 
upper left corner, else fine. $110
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A well- known children’s book illustrator, Chamberlain learned wood 
engraving from Leonard Baskin and Barry Moser, and printed her first 
book at the Pennyroyal Press before establishing her own press. No. 
77 of 100 signed by the artist/printer. 

8 Citino, David. A Letter of Columbus. With monoprints 
by Anthony Rice. (Columbus, OH): Logan Elm Press, 1990. 
9 × 12½. 19 leaves with colorful images and hand painted cal-
ligraphic initials throughout the letterpress. The double spread 
title page is hand- lettered & ornamented with gold. Stiff wraps 
sewn onto leather spine, yapp edges. Fine in slipcase cover 
with inset bas- relief. $1,700

This is a delightful artist’s book. Based on Columbus’ 1493 letter to 
Ferdinand and Isabella, Citino creates Columbus’ private diary and 
narrative of his journey. Rice’s monotypes— exotic plants, animals, 
birds, & sea life; maps, & native peoples— represent the casual sketches 
that Columbus could have made of what he saw and experienced in 
the New World. One of 130 signed copies. The Spanish flax paper was 
handmade by Russell McKnight. 



9 De Vinne, Theodore L. The Book of Common Prayer and 
Administration of the Sacraments and Other Rites and Cer-
emonies of the Church According to the Use of the Protestant 
Episcopal Church in the United States of America: together 
with the Psalter or Psalms of David. New York: Printed for the 
Convention, 1893. Thick folio (10 × 14). (xvii), 566 pages printed 
in black & red, each within a foliate border. The 9 signatures 
on the Certificate page are facsimiles. Original vellum over 
beveled boards with brass clasps; the upper cover elaborately 
gilt with central panel of Tudor roses enclosed by a border of 
text within gilt rules; spine likewise gilt; top edges gilt, others 
untrimmed. Some deckles are a bit dusty; veining in the vellum 
is darker on the beveled edges; overall near fine. A beautiful, 
magnificent book. $3,500

One of 500 large paper copies on American handmade paper printed 
in red and black at the De Vinne Press. Typographic design, plan of 
symbolism, & method of decoration were planned by D. B. Updike. 



Bertram Goodhue designed the binding, gilt endpapers, and foliate 
borders. Only the borders for Good Friday are simple black rules. The 
Easter Sunday border, by contrast, blazes with lilies. 

Updike at first refused this commission with its stylistically incon-
gruous combination of Medieval borders and modern type. He pro-
tested that the borders were added at the last minute to “a book 
practically already printed.” But the book was wildly successful. The 
75 official copies for Episcopalian Dioceses replaced the borders with 
red rules. To his foreman, De Vinne wrote “Try to make these books 
a faultless piece of work. Spare no time or expense. . . .Much of our 
work is trivial and ephemeral, but this will last.” (Quoted in Tichenor, 
No Art Without Craft.)

Provenance: Christ Church Cathedral in Springfield, Mass., the Dio-
cese of Western Massachusetts for the past 127 years. 

An Official Copy, Signed by J. P. Morgan 
10 De Vinne, Theodore L. The Book of Common Prayer and 

Administration of the Sacraments and Other Rites and Cer-
emonies of the Church According to the Use of the Protestant 
Episcopal Church in the United States of America: together 
with the Psalter or Psalms of David. New York: Printed for 
the Convention, 1893. Thick folio (10 × 14). (xvii), 566 pages 
printed in black & red, within red rules. Original vellum over 
beveled boards with brass clasps; the upper cover elaborately 
gilt with central panel of Tudor roses enclosed by a border of 
text within gilt rules; spine likewise gilt; top edges gilt, others 
untrimmed. Light cover soil. A fine copy. With 2 printed letters 
of errata. $5,000

One of 75 official Diocese copies, signed by J. P. Morgan & twelve other 
members of the Episcopal Revision Committee. These copies were part 
of the edition of 500 large paper one on American handmade paper 
printed at the De Vinne Press. The binding is identical. However, the 
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floral borders have been replaced by dignified red rules. Since Updike 
at first refused this commission with its stylistically incongruous com-
bination of Medieval borders and modern type, he must have been 
pleased with the more stately official version. 

Provenance: Christ Church Cathedral in Springfield, Mass., the Dio-
cese of Western Massachusetts for the past 127 years. 

11 Dickens, Charles. A Christmas Carol in Prose. Being a Ghost 
Story of Christmas. Illustrated by Philip Reed. Chicago: Mon-
astery Hill Press, 1980.4½ × 7. 148 pages with color woodcut 
vignettes. Finely bound by J[ean] Lariviere at the Monastery 
Hill Bindery in full red crushed levant, green morocco onlays, 
upper cover gilt- lettered, central vellum circular onlays blind- 
stamped and decorated in wash recreating Reed’s illustrations 
of Fan and young Scrooge (p. 48), and Bob Crachit carrying 
Tiny Tim (p. 81), turn- ins gilt, green watered silk endpapers, 
all edges gilt. Fine in fleece- lined red cloth tray case. $850
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A charming book and binding. This was the first book from the Mon-
astery Hill hand press in 1940. Its typography and colored woodcuts 
by Philip Reed won critical acclaim. It is here reprinted to celebrate 
the revival of the press. 

The Canadian binder Jean Lariviere learned his craft from Louis- 
Philippe Beaudoin, an important figure in the history of bookbinding 
in Quebec. A fellow student was Pierre Ouvrard. The two worked 
together until a fire in Ouvard’s shop. In 1974 Lariviere moved to 
Chicago and worked for the Art Bookbinders of Chicago. In 1977 he 
started his own business, Studio Lariviere, which he later sold to The 
Monastery Hill Bindery, where he continued to work until his retire-
ment. There is a collection of Lariviere’s fine bindings in the National 
Library of Canada

11. Dickens



12 Farrell, Jennifer. The City is My Religion. A Typographic 
Memoir. Chicago: Starshaped Press, 2020. 17 × 11. Two portfo-
lios of ten prints each. The first portfolio “Elevations” contains 
10 type pictures of Chicago printed in colors by letterpress. The 
second portfolio “Construction Drawings” contains 10 “blue-
prints” printed by offset. Both housed in a red cloth tray case 
with printed labels. Fine. $1,250

The type pictures are fashioned from thousands of pieces of metal type. 
“The urban environment is the backdrop for this typographic memoir 
that showcases the studio’s type collection. . . .” The 10 type pictures 
refer to the themes of printing, women, labor, music, neighborhoods, 
architecture. Each tells a story in image and anecdote. Ten drawings 
resembling traditional architectural blueprints explain and document 
the text and typography of the prints. One of 40 signed copies. 

13 Frasconi, Antonio. Frasconi’s Composite Side Show. (South 
Norwalk), 1978. Oblong 14½ × 8½. French- fold leaves with 22 
woodcuts and photoengravings in black. interleaved with vari-
ous colored tissue papers & painted papers. Bound by George 



Wieck in wraps with a woodcut in black, titled in red. Each 
cover opens to 29 inches. Fine in tray case. $3,250

Akin to a circus side show of freaks, there are anthropomorphic ani-
mals with human heads or humans with animal heads. There’s a male 
peacock with the upper torso of a woman playing a violin. A row of 
figures in black business suits, white shirts, and ties sport the heads 
of a buzzard, horse. donkey, lion, rabbit, goat. All are printed in black; 
but some are viewed through colored tissue paper (green, red, powder 
blue, lavender). Copy # 2 (of 3) signed & dated by Frasconi. Grolier 39. 

14 Freemantle, James. An Albion in the Antarctic. (London): 
St. James Park Press, 2019. 9 × 12. Wood engraved frontis by 
Paul Kershaw, 57 pages illustrated throughout. Blue cloth & 
boards with a repeat pattern of penguins, in a two tone blue 
traycase with paper spine label. Fine. $1,200

This is the fascinating story of Aurora Australis, the first book written, 
printed, illustrated and bound in Antarctica, during Sir Ernest Shack-
leton’s Nimrod Expedition, 1907–9. Freemantle’s text is chockfull of 
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detail. It is based on original source material and contemporaneous 
reports. He discusses the equipment, types, paper, & other supplies 
used, as well as the technical training provided before the expedition. 
Printed in black and an icy blue with an Albion handpress in the same 
Caslon Old Face that Shackleton used. No. 35 of 40 copies. 

15 Furst, Herbert , editor. The Woodcut: An Annual. London: 
The Fleuron, 1927–1930. Complete in 4 volumes.7¼ × 10¾. 75; 
90; 78; 71 pages. Illustrated throughout with wood engravings. 
Volume 1 has two large tipped- in specimens of color engrav-
ings printed on fabric by Enid Marx and Eric Ravilious. Cloth 
& boards, with some wear & discoloration on board edges; a 
spot on the top edge of Volume III. Occasional light foxing. A 
very good set. $1,450
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The Annual included articles on all aspects of the art, technique, & 
history of wood engraving, decorative patterns, woodcut calligraphy 
& xylography, wallpaper, and book illustration. Each issue reproduces 
15 or more “Contemporary Woodcuts” by the most important artists 
of the day in Great Britain, Europe, and Russia. There are reviews 
of the best English, German, & French books with wood engravings 
issued that year. Printed at the Curwen Press. Limitation of Volume I is 
unknown; Vol. II 750; Vol. III was 450 for Curwen & 300 for Random 
House; Vol. IV was 450 for Curwen & 250 for Random House. The pat-
terned boards on the first three volumes were designed by Paul Nash, 
Enid Marx, and Althea Willoughby. The 4th volume in plain boards is 
a Random House version. 

16 Goethe, Johann Wolfgang. Das Roemische Carneval 1788. 
Montagnola: Officina Bodoni, 1924. 8½ × 12. 75, (4) pages. Full 
dark red vellum with gilt title on spine, press device on cover. 
Spine is very faded, deckles a bit dusty, light extremity wear. 
Very good. $500

One of 224 copies on handmade Fabriano. Printed in Bodoni’s 20 
point Cancelleresco. Goethe lived in Rome from 1786–1788. This is 
his description, in German, of a carnival which he was able watch 
from his apartment. Schmoller observes “this sprightly decorative 
type. . .was eminently suitable, particularly as it seems to have been 
cut around 1788.” A Century for the Century 13.



Pine’s Horace in Both States
17 Horace. Opera. London: Johannes Pine, 1733–37. Three vol-

umes. First edition, first & second issues. 5¼ × 8½. (30), 264, 
(1); (22), 191, (13); (22), 191, (13) pages. The text, illustrations, 
portraits, and vignettes are engraved on copper throughout. 
Volume II is the first issue with “Post Est” in the vignette on 
p. 108. The second Volume II is the corrected issue with the 
mistake corrected to “Potest.” Ca. 1800 green straight grained 
morocco gilt & blindstamped, marbled endpapers, edges & 
turn- ins gilt tooled. The gilt eagle on all covers is taken from 
the armorial bookplate (in each volume) of the Marquesses 
of Sligo. Some offsetting of plates and light scattered foxing; 
slight wear to bindings. A very good, handsome set and most 
unusual in three volumes. $2,000

A richly ornamented tour de force in both states. In the first volume 
especially, with its briefer poems, every page has a headpiece or tail-
piece or portrait or all three, along with a decorative initial. There is a 
unity between decoration and text. 

Pine’s Horace was chosen for the Printing and the Mind of Man 
exhibitions at the British Museum (PMM p. 109 ) and Earls Court (Fine 
Printing #105). “This edition of Horace was printed wholly from cop-
per plates engraved by John Pine. The text was first set in type, and 
an impression from it on paper was transferred to the copper, which 
was then engraved, the decorations being added at the same time. 
The result was a page of great brilliance and precision, but the method 
was prohibitively expensive.” “Pine’s complete command of his craft 
makes this the most elegant of English eighteenth- century books in 
which text and illustrations alike are entirely engraved.”— Ray, England  
page 3. 

This is not an uncommon book. The Lists of Subscribers from Eng-
land, from the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge, and from the 
cities of Vienna, Paris, Amsterdam, Geneva, & Leipzig are extensive. 



What is uncommon is to find all three volumes in near contemporary 
uniform bindings. 

Provenance: “Westport House” of the Marquesses of Sligo, in 
County Mayo, Ireland. 



18 Ibsen, Henrik. Poems. With lithographs & etchings by Neil 
Welliver. NY: Vincent FitzGerald, 1987. 8½ × 11½. 26 text 
pages, a double gatefold lithograph and five color etchings by 
Neil Welliver. Bound in a richly colored woven & collaged silk 
fitted cover in red silk tray case. Fine. $3,300

No. 18 of 75 copies signed by the translator Michael Feingold and by the 
xc artist. Letterpress by Wild Carrot in Golgonooza types on handmade 
Dieu Donné paper. Cover woven by Sara Dochow in a nod to Swedish 
handicrafts. Bound by Zahra Partovi, case by David Bourbeau. Artists 
of the Book 1988, A Facet of Modernism #27.

19 Jenson, Nicolas. Leaf from Plutarch’s Vitae Parallelae. Ven-
ice: Nicolas Jenson, 1478. 10¾ × 16½. Original leaf printed in 
50 lines on both sides of the leaf in roman letter in black. Fine, 
wide- margined, beautiful folio leaf of solid typography. $450



20 Jonsson, Josef. Den Praktiske Skyltmalaren. The Sign- 
Painter. Der Schildermaler. Le Peintre D’Enseigne. Stockholm: 
Gustaf Chelius, (ca. 1899). 13½ × 20. Title & Intro plus 25 
double folio plates which unfold to 27 inches. Plates 1–20 are 
chromolithographed in colors and metallics. Plates 21–23 are 
b&w photographic images. Plates 24 & 25 are entirely in silver 
and gold. Loose as issued in cloth- backed printed portfolio, 
missing ties, covers stained. Some toning; some chipping at 
edges and at top & bottom of fold line; tissue repairs. Good 
copy. $1,300

A brilliant specimen of alphabets and designs for advertising, window 
displays, and shop signs. The large bold raised & shaded letters prac-
tically leap off the page. Seven plates display alphabets & numerals. 
Most plates combine words and images almost seamlessly. As Twyman 
points out, chromolithography was the perfect medium for large scale 
advertising that combined pictures with ornamented alphabets. Pho-
tographic plates show 12 of Jonsson’s signs used on glass and wood at 
various Stockholm businesses. OCLC locates only two copies: Cam-
bridge Univ. and National Library of Sweden. 



21 Kirk, Mr. Robert, Minister at Aberfoill, 1691. Secret Com-
monwealth, Or, A Treatise displaying the Chiefe Curiosities as 
they are in Use among diverse of the People of Scotland to this 
Day. . . .Llandogo: The Old Stile Press, 2005. 10 × 15. 27 leaves 
with woodcuts throughout. The 40 woodcuts— many double 
page or full page— are printed from the original blocks. Brown 
leather & a woodcut over boards. Fine. $650

“How much is written of Pigme’s, Fairies, Nymphs, Syrens, Appari-
tions, which tho not the tenth Part true, yet could not spring of noth-
ing!” A minister and gifted scholar of the classics, Kirk published in 
1684 the first translation of the Psalms into Gaelic. His 1691 The Secret 
Commonwealth of Elves, Fauns and Fairies is still considered an impor-
tant treatise on fairy- lore. Angela Lemaire provides an Afterword on the 
Subterranean Otherworld. Her woodcuts achieve the almost impos-
sible task of showing, or half- showing, something which seems only 
half there, or is not there at all! One of 150 copies signed by the artist. 

22 Koretsky, Elaine and Donna. The Goldbeaters of Manda-
lay. An Account of Hand Papermaking in Burma Today. Brook-
line: Carriage House Press, 1991. Two vols. 9½ × 10. 115 pages, 
tipped- in sample of burnished bamboo paper. Illustrated with 
numerous photographs of material, processes, and craftsmen. 
Quarter black morocco. A saffron cloth portfolio holds 26 speci-
men papers, in their original sizes (large ones folded). The 
specimens are mounted on 14 cards with descriptive text. Both 
vols. in saffron cloth slipcase. Fine. $900

The instructive specimens include gold leaf & its decorative packet, 
bamboo, rice, & mulberry papers in various stages, cloth for papermak-
ing moulds, and spirit paper. Bamboo fiber is soaked for five years in 
lime and water, then hand beaten for fifteen days to produce burnished 
bamboo paper, used as substrate for the beating of gold leaf. Copy 189 
of 300 sets printed at the Bird & Bull Press. 
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23 Koretsky, Elaine. Color for the Hand Papermaker. Carriage 
House Press, Two volumes. 8½ × 11. The Lab Manual (text vol-
ume) is 85 pages in stabbed, laminated wraps. Volume II is 
comprised of vi, 89 loose sheets with very detailed instructions 
& notes, with mounted specimens in each sheet. Oatmeal linen 
tray case is foxed on the exterior. Contents fine. $1,350

No. 66 of 100 sets of this special edition. The only substantial contem-
porary work on the use of dyes and pigments in hand papermaking. 

24 Lazard, Naomi. The Lectures in Arkady. Illustrations by 
Susan Gosin. (NY): Dieu Donne Press & Paper Mill, 1986. 9 × 12. 
17 text pages + 2 full page b&w etchings and a double spread 
color etching. Gosin created several light- and- shade water-
marks which subtly illustrate the text. There’s also a full page 
light- and- shade watermark reproducing one of the etchings. 
Bound by Claudia Cohen in flax paper over boards with an 
additional large color etching inset in upper cover, spine label. 
Fine in tray case. Inscribed by Susan Gosin. $850

No. 12 of 45 copies (plus 8 artists’ proofs) signed by the poet and the 
artist. Lazard is past- President of the Poetry Society of America, a 
children’s book author, & a playwright. Gosin is an educator, artist, 
& papermaker. OCLC lists only Univ. Arizona, Temple Univ., & the 
National Gallery of Art Library.



A Unique Handmade Alphabet
25 Moore, Suzanne. An Eclectic Alphabet, Titus Lucretuis 

Carus, A. E. Stallings Translation. Vashon Island, 2019. 7 × 6. 
(30) pages accordion- fold calligraphic manuscript. Painting, 
monoprint, debossing, gold and palladium leaf papers. gold 
tooling, collage with papers, thread and window screen, sumi 
drawing, gouache painting, and colored pencil provide unique 
renditions of each of the 26 characters. Red textured paper 
wraps and decorative leather box by Donald Glaister. Green 
morocco box has onlays & inlays of painted calf, snakeskin, 
and a paper/mylar attachment. It is further enclosed in a black 
cloth tray case, with hand- lettered label. Fine. $5,875

A unique book from this dynamic wife & husband team. Suzanne’s 
experimental accordion book explores the alphabet as each letter is 
rendered in a distinct technique and design. Some of the letters are 
obvious, and some border on abstraction. The text is excerpted from 
De Rerum Natura/The Nature of Things. 



26 Morris, Henry. Collection of Correspondence & Ephemera. 
North Hills & Newtown, 1971–2001. This 30 year collection 
contains 55 different prospectuses (a few with handwritten 
comments); several paper specimens; and other ephemera 
There are 30 handwritten letters from Henry Morris on his 
stationary to the Veatchs. Nine are from the 1970s: six of these 
are on B&B stationery using Henry’s handmade paper. Their 
contents range from thank-you notes for our orders, discus-
sions about work in progress, future plans (especially for his 
paste paper which Henry thought would do well commercially, 
and didn’t), our interest and enjoyment of wine, and advice 
to Bob who was learning to print. There is interesting content 
throughout the 30 years. The letters convey Henry’s eager-
ness, enthusiasm, occasional exasperation with some people 
& pretenses, and his continuous need to be printing. $2,000

Prospectuses include some of the earliest: Three Erfurt Tales, Five on 
Paper, Passionate Pirate, Babylonian Anthology, Bird & Bull Commonp
lace Book. Paper specimens are endpapers for Three Erfurt Tales, test 



sheet for ink drying time, and a sheet of Lessing J. Rosenwald’s sta-
tionery made by Morris with the LJR and B&B watermarks. Other 
ephemera includes a Chronological Type Specimen, Roger Bogus, book-
sellers’ tokens, and Elizabeth Rogers is a Lucky Girl (c5, 1972, one of 
about 25 copies). 

The Rare First Elston Press Book
27 Morris, William. Pre- Raphaelite Ballads. With many illus-

trations and decorative borders in black and white by H. M. 
O’Kane. NY: A. Wessels, 1900. 6⅛ × 8¼. Double spread title 
within wide borders, followed by 11 more double spreads 
within borders, initials in red; all French- fold. One tip has 
a slight crease; extremely slight cover soil; slight separation 
between two gatherings. Bound in vellum paper over boards, 
titled in gold. A near fine copy of this American Arts & Crafts 
beauty. $1,250

This is number 156 of 250 large paper copies on Imperial Japanese 
paper. Helen Marguerite O’Kane’s earliest decorations— 5 different bor-
ders, historiated initials, and an elaborate “pressmark”— accompany 
ATF’s Satanick type. Printed by Clarke Conwell, this was to have been 



the first book bearing his Elston Press imprint. On OCLC, only the 
Library of Congress has this edition. And when Herbert Johnson pub-
lished his bibliography in 1997, he had not located any copy of this. 

There were also 500 trade edition copies on Old Strafford paper 
in boards, probably printed at the Knickerbocker Press. Conwell was 
to have printed the entire edition. Johnson writes “Conwell had set 
himself a daunting task. He proposed to set up a superior private 
press in a relatively short time span, but his reach exceeded his grasp. 
He was unable to satisfactorily print on the handmade paper he had 
ordered, and frustrated he sought the help of a commercial printer. 
Being forced to use a machine made paper. . . it was hardly good enough 
to carry the imprint of the Elston Press. The five hundred copies were 
therefore offered to A. Wessls Company which was publishing its first 
list of books.” Johnson 1. Notes on the History of The Elston Press pp. 
26, 27, 28, 33, 34, 95.

28 Moser, Barry. ABM ætat 32.Artist’s self- portrait at the age 
of 32. (1972). Circular etching 9½ inches in diameter printed 
in black on a sheet 12 × 16. Signed artist’s proof. Fine. $300

29 Needham, Paul. Twelve Centuries of Bookbindings: 400–
1600. NY & London: Morgan Library & OUP, (1979). 9 × 12. 
xxvii, 338 pages profusely illustrated (some plates in color). 
Bound by Samuel Feinstein in brown Harmatan goatskin over 
quarter- sawn oak boards, with beveled and faceted edges. 
Elaborately tooled in blind on both covers, the upper cover 
partially tooled in 23k gold leaf. Four raised bands extend over 
the sides; marbled end papers; in a tray case lined with ultra-
suede. Laid in is Sam’s letter about the design, technical details, 
and philosophy behind binding. Fine. $5,850

“I set out to create a majestic blind- tooled binding, showing off the 
beauty of blind tooling— and to highlight a small amount of the bind-



ing with gold.” Sam intended his binding to comment on books about 
bookbinding history. He felt blind- tooled bindings received scant atten-
tion compared to their gilded peers. His notes about his methods & 
materials are very detailed. Designed by Stephen Harvard and printed 
at Stinehour, this is a scholarly exhibition catalogue of 100 important 
bindings at The Morgan Library.

29. Needham



30 Offner, Elliot. The Granjon Arabesque. Thirty Arrange-
ments of the Ornaments with Type. Northampton: Rosemary 
Press, 1969. 8 × 10. vi, 30, (1) pages. Errata slip laid in. Vellum 
spine, green paper sides, gilt. Fine, in custom tray case of vel-
lum (slight soil) and grey cloth. Inscribed by Offner in the 
colophon. $600

An exquisite book printed in color throughout, with quotations from 
well- known typographers. One of 250 (actually 225) signed copies. 

31 Paper & Printing. A Pocket Paper Scale. New York, NY. Test-
ing Machines, Inc. 1930s. The device is in four parts in a felt 
lined case measuring 6 × 5½. The case, when closed, serves 
as a stand to support the scale/paper sample to be weighed. 
There is a metal two- part template to use in cutting the 2 × 4″ 
sample of paper; the template base punches a couple of holes 
in the sample that allow it to be easily hung on the scale. All 
in fine condition (in the original worn cardboard box). $225

A paper scale calculates the 
basis weight for three different 
sheet sizes: 25 × 38, 24 × 36, or 
17 × 22 inches. Basis weight is 
the weight in pounds of a ream 
of paper (500 sheets). It is ex- 
trapolated from a weighing a 
2 × 4-inch sample of paper. The 
basis weight enables the printer 
or artist to select a weight suit-
able for the job at hand.

32 Phipps, HoWard. Interiors, wood- engravings. (Andovers-
ford: Whittington Press, 1985). 7 × 9¾. Fifteen wood engrav-
ings (5 in color) on French- fold leaves, showing architectural 



details and furnishings of var-
ious English country homes. 
Aqua silk boards stabbed and 
tied with ribbon in Oriental 
style, slipcase. An extra suite 
of signed engravings is held in 
a cloth portfolio. Leaf edges at 
spine have two one- inch long 
tan marks that appear to be 
binder’s glue; all else fine in 
slipcase. $575

No. 5 of 35 deluxe copies. Printed 
from the original blocks, with col-
ors added by linocuts. 

33 Pickering Press. The Words of the Masters. Reflections on 
the Fine Art of Type Design. (Maple Shade, 1982). 6 × 8½. (16) 
pages illustrated by John DePol, errata slip. Wraps. Fine with 
prospectus. $185

Quotations from Goudy, Hammer, Rudolf Kock, van Krimpen, Weiss, 
and Zapf are printed in Perpetua Titling, Bulmer, and the personal types 
of the designers. John DePol’s wood engravings are printed from the 
original blocks. One of 75 copies. 

34 Renner, G. N. & Abel. One full sheet of “Dutch gilt” (brocade) 
paper. (Nuremberg, early c19). A diamond pattern (12½ × 11) of 
simple flowers, grapes, & pomegranates embossed and gilt on 
a blue paste ground (15½ × 13¼) is signed G. N. Renner & Abel” 
in the design. There is a central fold line, as the papermakers 
traditionally stored these folded. In this sheet the embossing 
has become flattened, with some loss of gold. A good example, 
suitable for a book arts class. $450



These beautiful papers created in Germany and Italy throughout the 
18th century until about 1820, were termed “Dutch gilt” as they were 
sold widely by Dutch traders. Brocade papers were printed either by 
wood blocks or by engraved metal rollers, which covered the paper 
with sizing or paste. Gold was dusted onto the size; and, when the 
size dried, superfluous gold was brushed off. They were used in 
bookbindings.

Text Lettered by Suzanne Moore
35 Robinson, Alan James. A Fowl Alphabet. Twenty- six wood 

engravings. Lettering by Suzanne Moore. Easthampton: Che-
loniidae Press, 1986. Two volumes. 5½ × 8½. (44) pages 
French- fold. All text— initial letters, Latin names, & common 
names— has been painted by Suzanne Moore in an array of 
colors. Bound in vellum by Gray Parrot. An original signed 
watercolor by Robinson, a suite of the wood engravings (each 
signed), and a suite of the letters printed in blind are contained 

34. Renner & Abel (detail)



in a separate vellum & cloth portfolio. Both volumes in vellum 
& cloth traycase. Fine with prospectus. $3,500

Copy F of 26 lettered and 5 Artist’s Proof “Full Vellum” signed cop-
ies. Introductory text comes from Rev. J. G. Wood’s Animate Creation. 
(Total edition was 231 copies.) 

35. Robinson



36 Shanty Bay Press. Circus: The Artist as Saltimbanque. 
Illustrations by Walter Bachinski. Shanty Bay, 2011. 10½ × 15. 
52 pages including 8 multi- colored linocuts and 4 full page 
pochoir illustrations; with two smaller pochoirs. Quarter cloth 
& cloth fore edges, the sides covered in a red & black linocut. 
Fine in slipcase, with colorful prospectus. $2,950

A wonderfully vibrant book on the idea of the artist and the circus, 
from the era of Picasso and Cezanne. Both artists created great circus 
paintings and influenced Bachinski’s art. Authors include Apollinaire 
on Picasso, Cyril Beaumont on Nijinski, Baudelaire, Cocteau, Laforgue, 
Henry Miller, Rilke, and Twain. The texts— all in English— “are funny, 
surreal, serious, and poignant, and all have to do with the circus. With 
this book, I hope to simulate the activity of the three ring circus, where 
something different is happening in each ring”— Bachinski. One of 60 
signed copies printed on a Vandercook and bound by Janis Butler.

37 Sönmez, Nedim. Sonmez on Stamps II: “Marbled Land-
scapes.” With six stamps printed by Turkish postal system. 
Izmir, 2017. Miniature. 3 × 2¼. Twenty- eight text pages in Eng-
lish are followed by 6 original postage stamps loose in plastic 
mount. (There are 60 numbered pages, but many are blank or 
have a single word.) Red cloth 
gilt. Fine. $118

The 6 marbled images are Istan-
bul, Alps, North Italian Landscape, 
Lake of Constance City in the Des-
ert, Caravan. No. 5 of 99 signed 
copies. 

38 Sönmez, Nedim. Türkische Ebru- Muster. Turkish Ebru Pat-
terns. Tübingen, 2002. 8½ × 12½. 58 broadsheets: 13 text pages 
in English and German, 45 large Ebru specimens tipped to 



printed sheets. Each of the specimens is signed. Portfolio of 
blue cloth and marbled boards tied with ribbon. Fine. $725

Turkish ebru patterns from the 16th c. to the present are here created 
and identified by Sönmez Text in German and English. No. 40 of 85 
sets. 

39 Thomas, Peter. History of Papermaking in the Philippines. 
Santa Cruz: Peter & Donna Thomas, 2005. Oblong, 13½ × 10½. 
40 pages, illustrated by Donna Thomas, and with 11 specimens 

36. Shanty Bay



of Philippine paper tipped in. Quarter morocco & Philippine 
ikat dyed fabric over boards. Small oily mark near spine base, 
all else fine in red cloth slipcase. $1,060

The book’s format, with varying size pages, allows the reader to view 
the text and the specimens at the same time. Printed letterpress 
in black, brown, & red on Peter’s handmade paper. The Thomases 
researched their text for ten years. It includes a survey of the first 
books printed in the Philippines and the paper used. No. 44 of 75 
signed copies.

39. Thomas



“Folio in Miniature”
40 Tuer, AndreW White. Quads Within Quads (cover title). 

Quads for authors, editors, and devils. London, 1884. 12mo 
(4½ × 5¾). Humorous frontis of a compositor, title in elabo-
rate cartouche, 94, (2) pages. Prospectus tipped in. A hollow 
compartment at the rear contains a miniature version (40 × 16 
mm) of the same work. Vellum slightly discolored (?) but very 
clean and near fine; protruding deckles are dusty; lacks ties. 
Very good. $1,200

This is the “ Enlarged edition, Midget folio” version of printer’s jokes 
from Paper and Printing Trades Journal. Printed at the Leadenhall 
Press. The miniature is printed in pearl type on handmade banknote 
paper and bound in vellum, with yellow silk ties. One tie detached, all 
else fine. The miniature and the full- sized versions were also issued 
separately. 



41 Type Specimen. Johnson & Co. Specimens of Printing Types, 
Plain and Ornamental, Borders, Cuts, Rules, Dashes, etc. Phil-
adelphia, 1857. 10¼ × 13. There is a total of 243 leaves most 
printed rectos only (including 4 double leaf spreads). The first 
leaf is a poem entitled “Printer! Spare the Book”— a plea not to 
excise material— followed by a multi- color title page and a pref-
ace dated 1857. Leaves are then erratically numbered 1–194 (and 
the volume concludes with 3 unnumbered double leaf vignettes 
and 4 leaves of equipment). While there are gaps of 42 leaves 
in the pagination, most leaves have supplemental subscripted 
foliation (e.g. 4, 4¼, 4½, 4⅝). Three leaves have inconsequen-
tial clips on lower right corner. Original boards with morocco 
spine, gilt title label on upper cover, blind embossed lower 
cover; marbled endpapers and edges. Spine and extremities 
worn; front joint & hinge are weak. Contents are quite clean. 
This is the best and most complete copy we’ve seen and expect 
exists. $5,000

A wonderful, unusually substantial, mid-century American speci-
men. About half the volume is devoted to type including wood type 
with three leaves of chromatic wood type. About 50 leaves display 
decorative material including 4 leaves with nested borders printed in 
several colors, and “National emblems for chromatic printing” (see 
one on the back of this catalogue). About 75 leaves display cuts and 
vignettes. There’s a marvelous series of 72 businesses, occupations, 
and merchandize prevalent in c19 America—including cedar-cooper 
and daguerreotypist. Four double spread plates are hinged in on tabs. 
One of these is an enormous (18 inches across) eagle with arrows & 
an olive branch in his talons. His wood type banner reads “Union and 
Liberty/ One and Inseparable.” The electrotype, mortised in 3 sections, 
is copyrighted and signed H. L. S.

The specimen also has a 3-page Price List and seven pages of print-
ing presses. 



Annenberg/Saxe locate 3 institutional copies and note that page 
count ranges from 191–195. OCLC notes six institutional copies (two 
of which came through us). RIT’s entry is the only one providing a 
detailed collation.

41. Johnson Specimen



42 Type Specimens. Deberny et Peignot. (Maximilien Vox). 
Divertissements Typographiques. Paris, 1928–1933. Periodical, 
five issues (Nos.1–5). Each issue, in wraps, contains several 
loose specimens (most are 2–4 pages) displaying Deberny et 
Peignot type. The contents are: prospectus plus 9 inserts; 14 
inserts ; 20 inserts; 10 inserts (some of several pages); and, 5 
inserts (one of 12 pages displaying the Pharon type face— the 
only French Egyptian Modern.) Uniform dimensions 8½ × 11. 
Light wear to wraps contents very good. $2,500

In 1928 Charles Peignot, as editor, assigned Maximilien Vox to design a 
series of type specimens to promote the type of Deberny et Peignot—
Divertissements Typographiques. Though planned to be biannual it ran 
for five issues, annual 1928-1931 and a final issue (No. 5) in 1933; with 
France under the full impact of the depression. 

The periodical was directed to the foundry’s printer clients (and in 
turn publishers) so they could promote the Deberny Peignot type and 
to educate them about modern typography. Cassandra’s art deco types 
Bifur (1929) and Acier or Steel (1930) were the height of modernity 
for the foundry.

The inserts in each specimen span the range of of the foundry’s 
newest type and creatively and colorfully display its use. The fourth 
issue debuted the Europe face which Peignot bought the rights to 
(the Bauhaus sans serif had been designed by Paul Renner for Bauer 
under the name Futura).

opposite: 42. Deberny et Peignot. Back cover: 41. Johnson Specimen.






